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INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Download the PDF onto your desktop and open in Acrobat Reader (downloadable for free at http://get.adobe.com/reader/)

2. Click in the fields to customize the wrapper with your names and wedding date.

3. Print out your wrappers on the paper of your choice—I used an inexpensive matte photo paper. If you want to save on ink use 
a copy shop, and they can often cut them out as well!

4. Cut out your wrapper using an exacto knife, scissors or paper-cutter, which copy shops often have.

5. Remove the original paper wrapping from your candy bar leaving the foil, and put a small piece of double-stick tape on the top  
of the foil (this is to secure your wrapper when you center it). 

6. Center your custom wrapper along the top of the bar, press it down, and fold it around the candy bar, making creases along 
the sides.

7. Flip it all over onto its back and put a a long piece of double-stick tape along the edge of one flap of the  printed wrapper. 
Sidenote: if you want to be super-perfectionist you can first put a small piece of tape on the foil and stick down one flap of the 
wrapper to hold it in place. 

8. Press down along the edge to make sure it’s stuck down tight. And there you have it, a personalized little gift for your guests—
give them a little sugar high to remember you by.
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CUSTOMIZABLE CHOCOLATEY GOODNESS
What better gift than a little aphrodisiac? This printable candy bar wrapper is made for all you chocolate lovers who, like me, can’t stand the ugly printable designs 
out there. It can be customized with your name or names and date, use it for party favors or holiday gifts. All you need is a printer, an exacto or scissors or paper-
cutter, double-stick tape, and of course your chocolate bars. I used a fancy chocolate bar just because, and this is the honest truth, my local corner store doesn’t 
carry hershey bars! 
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